STS LUNCH SEMINAR SERIES

Spring 2019
Fridays, 12:00-1:15pm
Sophia Gordon Hall
Multipurpose Room
15 Talbot Ave

Talks open to all!
For more information visit sites.tufts.edu/stslunch

01/25  PATRICK FORBER | Tufts STS & Philosophy
Conflict, Convention, and the Origins of Ownership

02/01  CHRISTOPH RIEDL | Northeastern Network Science
Learning from Mixed Signals

02/08  NICK SEAYER | Tufts STS & Anthropology
Avidity and Difference in Algorithmic Recommendation

02/15  ALISHA RANKIN | Tufts STS & History
Testing Antidotes in Renaissance Europe

02/22  JENNIFER HSIEH | Harvard Fairbank Center
Sonic Encroachments and the Techno-Semiotic Ear

03/01  GILI VIDAN | Harvard History of Science
Cryptography and the Politics of Decentralization

03/08  RICKY CRANO | Tufts STS & English
Neoliberal Epistemology and the Digital Dispositif

03/15  EVAN HEPLIT-THOMPSON | BC History and Science & Tech
Do Molecules Have Politics?

03/29  DEIRDRE LOUGHIDGE | Northeastern Music
Discourses of Nature and Technology in EDM-Pop Music

04/05  RORY SMEAD | Northeastern Philosophy
Title TBA

04/12  JENNIFER LIGHT | MIT STS
Title TBA

04/19  DEBBIE WEINSTEIN | Brown American Studies
The Eugenics of War and Peace

04/26  JESS KEISER | Tufts STS & English
The Pineal Gland: A Comedy in Three Acts
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